
 

 

 
SHAVINGTON ACADEMY 

MINUTES OF A MEETING OF THE FULL GOVERNING BODY  

 

 

Date: Tuesday 12th July 2022 18:00 – 20:00 

Present: Marco Cura (Vice Chair), Emma Caswell (HT), Steph Foster, Alex Cooke, Debbie Le Goff, Maria Sharp, 

Paul Barker  

Apologies: Jayne Chapman 

Absent: Tankut Sur 

In attendance: Stuart Donald (DHT) and Lauren Berry (Clerk) 

 

MINUTES 

PART ONE 

 
1. Apologies  

 
Resolved: Governors accepted apologies from Jayne Chapman and noted Tankut Sur’s absence.  
 

2. Declaration of Interest  
 
Resolved: No interests were declared. 

 
3. Membership & Welcome to New Governors  

 
GB informed of Tankut Sur’s resignation. Two co-opted vacancies; Chair to meet with potential candidate the 
following week. Governors advised of reassignment of committee chairs in the autumn term and asked to 
consider their position. Chair of Governors end of office next term. Maria Sharp welcomed as Parent Governor 
and introductions made.  
 
Resolved: The GB were advised of membership status and welcomed Maria Sharp to the board.  

 
4. Governor Training 

 
The Clerk reminded governors to respond to the available appeals training on Wednesday 5th October 2022. The 
HT advised the board of the need to reciprocate with local schools. Governors challenged what process was 
triggered if appeal members were not found. The HT advised that this would invite LA involvement. Governors 
questioned how many members were needed to form a panel; informed three panel members were needed – 
one of whom must be a ‘lay’ person who is not employed by an education provider. Requested panels from local 
schools due to oversubscription. Governors challenged if the academy was full – informed this was correct. 
Academy has held appeal panels for the last four years, due in part to the appeals process becoming more widely 
publicised. Housing developments are also adding pressure. In-year admissions also subject to the appeals 
process. Governors challenged how long the training ran for. The Clerk advised it would take 90 minutes.  
 
Resolved: Governors were invited to appeals training on 5th October 2022. Governors to confirm their availability. 

 
5. To Review the Part I Minutes, Actions and Impact Statement of the FGB held on Monday 21st March 2022 and 

consider Matters Arising 
 
Governors had received the Part I Minutes, Actions and Impact Statement of the meeting of the FGB held on 
Monday 21st March 2022. The Clerk advised that all actions had been completed and that the draft Ofsted 
questions were now live on Governor SharePoint. Ofsted questions to be reviewed and shared on a half-termly 
basis during the next academic year.  



 

 

 
Resolved: Governors declared the minutes of the meeting held on Monday 21st March 2022 a true and accurate 
record.  
 

6. To Approve Part I Committee Minutes from the Summer Term 2022 
 
Governors had received the PI committee minutes from the summer term 2022.  

- P, C & CPDL 

The Vice Chair summarised the following discussions under the P, C & CPDL committee: 

• Debbie Le Goff joined the committee and assigned as History Link Governor. Paul Barker elected as Chair. 

• Attendance above national average. 

• ECT and AT programme progress reported to the committee 

Discussion continued under Part II.  

Governors challenged the academy’s position regarding its ECT programme; with the FT teacher figure at 50, 
1/7th of the academy’s staffing consists of ECTs. The HT advised that the initial process has been adapted and has 
been managed through best practice with HCCS. All ECTs for the next academic year will be in their 1st year. 
Governors challenged if mentors were happy. Advised that the system was very demanding at first but that this 
has been addressed and staff workload has been managed. Governors questioned how the ECTs were 
performing. The HT informed the board all were doing well, with two new starters having joined the academy 
early.  

- SEF 

The Vice Chair expressed their thanks to the interim Chair of the SEF Committee. Governors challenged the 
academy’s position on Citizenship provision. The DHT advised that, historically, weaker linguists were allocated to 
Citizenship – this will no longer be offered in Year 9, however, the subject will continue to run at GCSE. CL of 
History happy with changes. Years 7, 8 and 9 to study French to support the academy’s broad and balanced 
curriculum. It is hoped that the increased curriculum time will improve uptake at GCSE. Citizenship is a popular 
course in light of Covid. Governors challenged if the CL of History was being supported. The HT advised that Mr 
Davey would be standing in as second in department due to a maternity leave.  
 
Resolved: Governors declared the PI committee minutes from the summer term a true and accurate record.  
 

7. Director of Children’s Services Report 

Discussion continued under Part II.  

The Vice Chair raised the annual safeguarding audit to the board’s attention. Safeguarding link governor directed 
to liaise with the DSL to collaborate.  
 
The GB discussed effectiveness reflections for the governing body. The Clerk advised that this was managed 
through the NGA skills audit and matrix that forms part of the autumn term process.  
 
The HT advised that new guidance was expected to be released on behaviour, suspensions and permanent 
exclusions. When guidance is received, the HT to share with the Clerk. Academy to collaborate with Browne 
Jacobson to deliver bespoke training. New guidance has clear processes and less scope for discretion. Governors 
challenged how the board would be involved in suspension and permanent exclusion processes. The Clerk 
advised that governors could be called to form an appeals panel following any suspension or permanent 
exclusion to check processes. Governors challenged if the LA utilises managed moves. The HT advised it does but 
that due to a change in processes, alternative provisions are needed, at a high cost. A governor questioned what 
a managed move was. Informed that it refers to when a struggling pupil is moved to another school as part of a 
12-week process. Routinely used with pupils at risk of permanent exclusion to give them a fresh start – is an 



 

 

example of a positive intervention. Can be successful in removing barriers to learning. Comes at a very high cost 
to the academy.  
 
The Vice Chair questioned where the board had link governance vacancies. The Clerk advised that with Careers 
link role now filled, Wellbeing is now the only link post vacant – to be addressed with increased board capacity. 
Careers link governor informed the board they had been researching the area in preparation for their meeting 
with the subject lead and had now ensured online access to resources.  
Governors challenged if the CL of Philosophy and Ethics would be attending the new syllabus training. Advised 
this was correct and that the academy had recently achieved the RE Gold Mark. Governors congratulated the 
academy. The HT advised that the academy teaches the curriculum from no-perspective as a core subject, which 
underpins the academy’s values.  
 
The Vice Chair challenged where the academy sat regarding teacher pension indexation and the 2021 pay freeze. 
The HT advised that these had been honoured by trustees. Governors challenged if the academy has sufficiently 
referenced the shared safer working practices. The Clerk advised that the practices have been shared with the 
BM who was reviewing these. Governors challenged how frequently policies were reviewed. The Clerk advised 
policies were reviewed annually on a cycle, in line with DfE and LA guidelines.  
 
Resolved: Discussion took place regarding exam arrangements, the safeguarding audit, GB efficacy assessments, 
the RE syllabus, teacher pension indexation and updated behaviour, suspension and permanent exclusion 
guidance. Safeguarding Link Governor to liaise with DSL concerning the safeguarding audit. Exclusion and 
Suspension updated guidance to be shared with the Clerk. Exclusion and Safeguarding training to be arranged in 
the autumn term 2022.   
 

8. Governor Forum Information 
 
Governors had received information provided at the Governor’s Forum, courtesy of the Vice Chair. The Vice Chair 
summarised the discussed SEN strategy: 

• Overspent 

• All schools to be in a ‘family’ – in-line with the academy’s move to a merger 

• 55 of 156 schools are maintained 

• Not joining with Lancashire; Cheshire East not identified as an area of concern 

• 135 of the 156 rated as Good or Outstanding 

The Vice Chair informed the board as to the effect inflation was having on school budgets. Governors questioned 
if inflation had affected the academy. The HT advised the academy has seen increased costs of 156% in gas and 
58% in electricity costs which has been factored into the budget.  
 
Resolved: Governors received information provided at the Governor’s Forum, courtesy of the Vice Chair.  
 

9. Link Governor Reports  

- Pupil Premium 

The GB had received a PP report provided by the PP link governor. Focus on quality first teaching. Concerns raised 
that the standard of work was poor compared to non-PP pupils. Pupil Voice meetings have been held for Years 7, 
8, 9 and 10. Payback from the Whole Education Network has been poor. DPLs are doing well and have formed 
positive relationships with PP pupils – due to receive training on completion of PEP paperwork.  

Year 10 have all had a Careers Interview to gauge intentions for post-16 education. Database being developed to 
detail PP pupil’s status, attendance and M4L score - to be made available to teaching staff. Database will evidence 
interventions to date and will allow for more targeted work towards the need of each PP pupil.  



 

 

Online tutoring to be continued for Years 7, 8 and 9, with school-led tutoring to be utilised for Years 10 and 11. 
Drop down days are planned to target mental health issues. Residential and day trips will continue to be 
subsidised for PP pupils to ensure equality of opportunity.  

GCSE results will be analysed to see the difference in grades between PP and non-PP cohorts. 

The Vice Chair informed the GB of the positive work being undertaken by the DPLs, in particular in their 
relationships with PP pupils. PP pupils have a point of contact and a member of staff to have regular sessions 
with. The Vice Chair also praised revised PEPs for being more focussed and successfully managing expectations 
around what is possible for the pupil.  

Governors challenged why standards were poor for PP pupils compare to non-PP pupils. The HT advised that this 
relates to presentation rather than quality. Can be worked through via teaching and learning, relating to the 
academy’s core value of Pride. Staff are being encouraged to pick this up; big focus on responsive teaching. The 
HT informed the board of the formative assessment process; many positives - such as immediate feedback, but 
one negative that can arise is a drop in presentation standards.  

Resolved: Governors received the PP link governance report. Tutoring costs to be fed back to the GB in the 
autumn term 2022. 
 

10. Reports from Governor Representation at Academy CT Meetings 

The HT informed the GB that academy proformas need to be used when reporting to ensure consistency. 

- Maths 

Teaching standards are good. Classes are set to ensure teaching staff are used appropriately. Lessons are 
carefully tailored to ensure outcomes. More able pupils are stretched. Department moving towards asking ‘what 
is the big question?’ in place of a learning objective.  

Year 11 pupils very focussed on improving themselves. Year 10 lower ability class were very well supported. Year 
7 were highly engaged and were enjoying STEAM starters. Focus on ‘where had pupils gone wrong’ when pupils 
answered incorrectly, evidencing Assessment for Learning techniques.  

Clear processes are in place to measure impact of interventions. More able pupils are also receiving interventions 
to maintain enthusiasm.  

During Pupil Voice, Year 11 said they enjoyed problem solving and understood the RAG rating system, knowing 
teaching staff would recap topics as appropriate. Some pupils struggled with sin/cos/tan. Pupils were familiar 
with online support available. Year 10 reported feeling well supported and could explain the responsive feedback 
system. Year 7 reported their teacher was friendly and approachable, and if they needed help, the teacher will 
come around to help them.  

Governors challenged how the summer term data capture will affect timetabling in September. The HT confirmed 
a member of the department was leaving and that an experienced, full-time post holder had been appointed for 
a September start.  A Maths/ICT role has also been appointed to address any shortfall.  

- English 

Intervention cycle in place to identify those needing extra support, which is considered across the curriculum. 
Focus on explicit vocabulary involving critical evaluation and variety of expression.  

Planned performance of Macbeth cancelled by the actor’s company – link governor praised the English 
department for their immediate planning of an alternative at short notice.  Staff governor informed the board 
that the service would be cancelled moving forward due to previous issues and potential complications of the 
text for less able pupils. Governors challenged if there was scope for pupils to see a live performance outside of 
the academy. Advised that Year 10 pupils will be attending a performance of ‘An Inspector Calls’ at the Regent 



 

 

Theatre in October. Timings of performances are important and cycle dependent. Extra-curricular trips are very 
well attended.  

The link governor praised the classroom work observed during their learning walk. Teachers were well attuned to 
the needs of their class and responded swiftly and appropriately. Pupils were very engaged and enthusiastic.  

Governors challenged if the academy holds debates for pupils. Advised that mini-schemes are ran for Years 7 and 
8. Debates were held prior to covid. The GB advised that public speaking forms part of the English Language 
qualification, in the form of presentations. Cue cards are able to be used; the academy introduces pupils to these 
at KS3 to improve confidence in their use at KS4.  

Governors were in receipt of a Science CT governance report with no issues raised.  

Resolved: Governors received reports from governor representation at Maths, Science and English academy CT 
meetings. Shavington Academy proformas to be used when reporting back to the GB. 
 

11. Governor Attendance at Academy Events  
 
The Clerk advised the GB that invitations would be sent out for the academy’s open evening on Thursday 6th 
October 2022 to enhance community presence. Prize evening would also be taking place in the second half of the 
autumn term. A governor challenged if the open evenings were being held close to a scheduled committee. 
Advised that sub-committees would be taking place the week after.  
 
Governors questioned if parents would be touring the academy in groups again this year. The HT advised that a 
post-covid schedule needs to be developed. Parents received a breadth of SLT knowledge but departments lost 
time and departmental information could be lost. Timings of the HT speech also needs reviewing.  
 
The HT informed the board that the terminology has changed from ‘governor learning walks’ to ‘governor quality 
assurance’, in-line with DfE standards. New processes would involve a combination of pupil voice, meetings with 
CLs and classroom visits to ensure more breadth. Governors challenged that the window for visiting was too 
narrow. Governors were advised that the scheduled week was a guide and that visits could take place the weeks 
prior and afterwards also.  
 
Resolved: Governors were informed of upcoming events at the academy.  
 

12. School Improvement Plan 2022 – 2023 
 
Governors had received the SIP in its first draft for academic year 2022-2023. Results will have a big impact on 
future developments of the SIP. Priorities for the academy are ensuring outcomes for SEND, CFC and PP cohorts. 
Academy to target attendance, equality and diversity, love of reading across the curriculum and efficient and 
effective planning.  

Quality of Education 

- Curriculum audit in process 
- Assessment policy redraft 
- Monitoring and quality assurance of curriculum  
- HQFT focus 
- Monitor impact of ‘big questions’ 
- Diagnostic analysis of SEND underachievers 
- Form time interventions for core subjects 
- School-led tutoring for Years 10 and 11 
- Whole school CPDL for T&L, SEND and PP 
- SEND HQFT strategy across the curriculum 
- GL assessments for every pupil in Years 7, 8 and 9 
- Bedrock use across all KS3 
- TA Phonic CPDL 



 

 

- Reading strategies shared across the curriculum 
- Summer reading challenge – staff postcards, termly house competitions, form time focus, world book day, 

reading club etc 
- Reading across the curriculum plan 
- HQ written text audit 

Behaviour and Attitudes 

- Post-covid impact 
- Whole school focus 
- Development and division of roles 

Leadership and Management 

- Cyber security training for TB 
- Growth plan to support expansion and RP 
- Trust development as part of MAT development with HCCS 

Equality & Diversity 

- KCSIE update for all staff 
- Audits completed – LT action plan to be generated 
- Resource area creation 
- Safeguarding updates each half-term 
- Drop down sessions to support diversity and issues of significance 
- Diversity groups to be re-established 
- Character curriculum audit, possible Character Mark 
- Assembly mapping for each term 
- Increased parental engagement 

The GB remarked that assembly mapping would likely promote social progression and voiced their support for 
the promotion of reading within the academy.  

Governors challenged how the academy is tackling the subject of disability. The HT advised that this would be 
reviewed under ‘Equality’ and will be a focus area during assemblies. Pupil understanding of disabilities is good 
and the transition of a disabled pupil to the academy has been very successful. Area will grow with the 
development of the RP.  

Anti-racism and LGBTQ+ focus in response to largely online issues. Academy takes a zero-tolerance approach and 
has hosted assemblies with Cheshire Police discussing cybercrime and its consequences. Online conduct is an 
area of concern. Generational issue – pupil lack of understanding regarding liability and traceability of activity. 
Parent workshops are planned.  

Resolved: Governors received and approved the first draft SIP for academic year 2022-2023.  
 

13. Policy Updates  
 
Resolved: No policies to review at this meeting.  

 
14. Chair’s Actions 

- Critical Event Procedure  

Administrative changes following review. Governors challenged if the procedure had ever needed to be used. 
Advised it hadn’t but that it had been trialled – reason for drill communicated sensitively to pupils.   

- Assessment & Feedback Policy  



 

 

Further changes to be made to reflect updated terminology 
 

Resolved: The GB were informed of the chair’s actions during the summer term 2022. Assessment and Feedback 
policy to be updated with correct terminology.  

 
15. HT Report (PI) 

 
Governors had received the PI HT’s report. Attendance sits just below 90% since September, and at 92% at the 
end of the current week – large covid impact. Governors questioned if all pupils had returned since covid. Advised 
that there were a small number of outliers – nothing significant. Admissions for September are very good. Three 
Year 9 pupils potentially leaving at the end of this year (two to the UTC and one to a scholarship). Waiting list to 
be approached. Governors challenged how many pupils would be on-roll from September. The HT advised there 
would be circa 900 pupils with no further capacity. Two Year 7 EHCP pupils leaving for specialist provision. Two 
Year 8 pupils may also be leaving for specialist provision due to for social, emotional, mental health reasons 
(SEMH). 
 
Curriculum areas are in the process of finalising their curriculum journeys. DHT is auditing the whole school 
curriculum. Headline figures are looking very good.  
 
All subjects are moving from progress grids and onto big questions. Strong MFL scores overall, however, 45 
suspensions have been issued this year, affecting 23 pupils. Within this, 8 pupils have reoffended and account for 
30 of the 45 suspensions.  
 
Completed audits in the areas of anti-racism, LGBTQ+, SMSC/British Values and cultural capital.  
 
Three members of teaching staff leaving the academy at the end of the term, alongside two members of the 
admin team. Three new teaching staff joining from September – an AHT, a Maths teacher and a 
Computing/Maths teacher. Governors challenged where the AHT was joining from. The HT informed the board 
they were moving from Alsager to the promoted post. Previously Head of PE. Philosophy & Ethics teacher 
successfully joined the academy at Easter. New Year 8 Pastoral Leader supported by a DPL. LET and CHN will 
oversee Years 10 and 11 due to a maternity leave. GAD Acting Second in Faculty due to maternity leave of 
postholder. CL of Geography vacancy to be filled - however, the curriculum is fully staffed in terms of teaching 
hours; advert to go out for January start.  
 
The application for the expansion and RP has been approved by the RSC and the academy’s planning permission 
application submitted – currently awaiting a response.  

QA from staff, pupil and parent voice has enabled further support to be identified. 87% of parents would 
recommend the academy. Other responses are being chased up.  

Governors challenged if the MAT merger was going ahead. Advised the consultation period ends on 15th July with 
no HCCS or SA specific issues raised. Responses, whilst considered, are not deterministic of the outcome. Project 
board meeting scheduled for next week with a October-February timescale for completion. Governors challenged 
if the MAT would have a CEO. The HT informed governors that whilst they held the title currently, this will be re-
addressed following the merger. CEO and Deputy roles to be assigned to EMC and NIB by Trustees. Salary will not 
be attached. The titles are a legal necessity.  
 
Resolved: Governors received the PI HT’s report. Staff, Parent and Pupil Voice feedback to be reported to the GB 
in the autumn term 2022. 

 
16. A. O. B 

The Clerk advised that the Chair wanted their thanks to MAN (AHT) noted for their work in developing the highly 
successful AT programme. The Vice Chair also requested their thanks shared to the academy staff for their hard 
work during a difficult year.  
 



 

 

Approved at the autumn term meeting of the FGB 

Signed:   J. Chapman  

 Jayne Chapman 

 Chair of Governors  

Date: 12.12.2002  

 


